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Get ready to save ducklings in this cute, challenging, and addictive arcade puzzler!

The story of Pix the Cat is simple. Players control the hero Pix as they save ducklings while

navigating through maze-style stages.

Players have a limited amount of time to make it to the exit. The faster you are at rescuing

ducklings the more points you earn. Pix the Cat has a continuity between levels, which helps

players feel at home to this type of gameplay.

As I played through the game, I noticed that the

controls were easy to learn but hard to master. I

practised becoming familiar with the game mechanics

and it was not frustrating.

By default players use the keyboard for movement but also have the option to use a game

controller. In all honesty, if I had access to a game controller it would have made for a

smoother progression.

Pix the Cat features four modes: Arcade, Laboratory, Nostalgia, and Multiplayer Arena. Arcade

is available at the start, but the rest are unlocked after scoring a certain number of points.

This isn’t the only thing that gives Pix the Cat a high replay

value. Players can unlock achievements after meeting certain

conditions. These achievements are added to the Mission

Gallery for later viewing.

The game is designed with a lot of heart and there is never a

dull moment.

The music in Pix the Cat is pleasing to the ears and motivates players to hurry along each

maze.

Final Thoughts: Pix the Cat is a fun puzzler that makes the time fly by. I will revisit

this game soon to beat my previous scores, and to also unlock the modes that I haven’t yet
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This review was based upon a digital copy of Pix the Cat supplied to Brutal Gamer by

PastaGames.

My Hero Academia Season 2 (Anime) Review
1 comment • a year ago

Cristen M — I agree that the character names popping up can be
annoying. They use them on characters like Iida and …

Toys R Us announces sale or closure of all US stores,
addresses global …
1 comment • 10 months ago

Dylan Lepore — Please let it be saved! We don't need a toy-pocalypse!

EVERSPACE (PS4) Review
1 comment • 7 months ago

Michael_RFG — Thanks for the great review! Sounds like control
scheme C would have been a better fit for you. However, bear in …

Kickstarted Shenmue 3 pushed into 2018
2 comments • 2 years ago

Spaghetti — Hi, there's a factual issue with this article."Shenmue 3 ran
into issues with money, and actually held another funding …
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